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	Abstract: Designing treatments for patients that expose them to the least amount of antibiotics possible is increasingly critical, but methods of forecasting bacterial cross-resistance (CR) and collateral sensitivity (CS) are complex, incorporating countless latent variables and advanced laboratory techniques such as high-throughput screening. Hence, the present research introduces a novel approach to casting bacterial CS and CR using long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks supplemented with the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Analyzing validation and training loss as a function of the number of epochs revealed high model accuracy alongside minimal overfitting intervals. A correlation coefficient of 0.99 retrieved from a matrix that outputs -1 to 1 indicated a strong positive linear relationship between predicted and true OD 600 values. Both validation and training loss functions minimized to zero alongside perfect accuracy data points near critical intervals such as the beginning, concavity changes, and random variations. The joint distribution model revealed a strong linear relationship between time and the predicted OD 600 value, indicating that time is a critical factor in forecasting OD 600. Predicted OD 600 histograms showed prominent OD 600 readings of 0.10 and 0.30, both of which are the dataset’s extrema. Therefore, the novel method using an LSTM supplemented with the EM algorithm is able to accurately forecast the presence of CR or CS. Through taking advantage of collateral sensitivity and avoiding cross-resistance, treatments for patients that expose them to the least amount of antibiotics possible can be created, decreasing the chance of antibiotic resistance developing. 
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